Why Didn’t My Neurologist Tell Me
About the Omega Procedure?
TM

At Migraine Treatment Centers of America, we are often asked, “Why didn’t my neurologist tell
me about the Omega Procedure?” First, some neurologists do tell their patients about the Omega
Procedure. In fact, one of our Omega surgeons is a neurologist, but clearly many neurologists are
not telling their patients about us. There are probably at least three reasons for this:
The Omega Procedure just
may not occur to them.

Your neurologist may favor
the pharmaceutical solution.

Your neurologist may be
concerned with short-term costs.
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To be clear: most private insurers will pay for the Omega Procedure, but some—including Medicare, Medicaid, and
TriCare—will not. We wish this was not the case, but it is for now. If you have Medicare, Medicaid, or TriCare as your primary
or secondary insurance, it is unlikely that the Omega Procedure will be covered. You are welcome to call and try, but that
is the unfortunate truth at this time. Please check back periodically—we follow Medicare’s evolving position and hope they
adequately cover the procedure soon!

TO SUM UP...

Many neurologists do refer their migraine patients to us, but many do not, and for valid
reasons. The reasons they don’t tend to range from:

JUST NOT THINKING ABOUT IT to FAVORING DRUG THERAPY to CONCERNS OVER COST.

We all have to advocate on our own behalf to get the care we need. If your neurologist believes you
should keep trying non-surgical solutions, you have the right to a different opinion. Simply give us a
call and we will be happy to address any concerns you may have and see if you are a candidate for
the procedure. Remember, you are the one in pain. This decision, ultimately, is yours.

A friendly, knowledgeable Patient Coordinator can be reached 24/7 at
855.300.6822.

